Elucidation of interaction between metal-free tetraphenylporphine and surface Ag atoms through temporal fluctuation of surface-enhanced resonance Raman scattering and background-light emission.
We have observed simultaneously temporal fluctuation of surface-enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS) and its background-light emission from single Ag nanoaggregates that were adsorbed with metal-free tetraphenylporphine (H(2)TPP) molecules. We found that temporally stable SERRS spectra showed clearly a SERRS band that is attributed to a stretching mode of a chemical bond between a carbon atom and a non-hydrogenated nitrogen atom (C(alpha)-N). This stretching mode was not observed in regular resonance Raman spectra which are free from surface enhancement. On the other hand, we also found that temporally unstable SERRS spectra did not clearly show a C(alpha)-N stretching mode in SERRS bands. Furthermore, temporally stable SERRS spectra were accompanied by temporally stable background-light emission. Kobayashi et al. [J. Phys. Chem. 1985, 89, 5174] reported that formation of an Ag-N bond between surface Ag atoms and non-hydrogenated N atoms in a pyrrole ring enhances the intensity of a C(alpha)-N stretching mode. Thus, the observed relationship between clear appearance of a C(alpha)-N stretching mode and temporal stability of SERRS plus background-light emission strongly suggests that formation of a stable Ag-N bond suppresses fluctuation of both SERRS and background-light emission. Furthermore, the observed relationship implies that chemical contribution to SERRS is stabilization of H(2)TPP molecules that are adsorbed on SERRS-active sites by formation of Ag-N bonds. Additionally, we attributed background-light emission to luminescence of complexes between H(2)TPP molecules and surface Ag atoms considering possible formation of Ag-N bonds, synchronized SERRS intensity with background-light emission intensity, blue-shifted background-light emission maxima from normal fluorescence maxima, and previous reports related to electronic structures of H(2)TPP molecules on Ag surfaces.